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Abstract
Since the COVID-19 pandemic began, the Stellenbosch University Network for 
Strengthening Rural Inter-Professional Education (SUNSTRIPE) has been delivering 
online workshops as part of an Africa-wide project. These included HIV modules, a 
Covid19 module, and modules on Wellbeing and on Teamwork. They have been 
delivered as interactive workshops with the support of facilitators from different health 
professional backgrounds, and a range of health professionals and students have 
participated in the sessions.

The aim of providing these workshops online was to ensure access to such 
opportunities and information for all, regardless of who or where they are.
As part of evaluating the project, we reviewed feedback received from participants 
and facilitators, obtained through online surveys, circulated immediately after the 
workshops and two months later. We combined this with data from interviews and a 
focus group discussion with facilitators undertaken by external project evaluators, and
the reflections of the SUNSTRIPE project team, in order to extract lessons that may 
be of broader value to colleagues across South Africa and beyond. The evaluation 
was conducted using principles from an Educational Design Research approach, 
which intentionally seeks to improve outcomes and practices that result from 
educational interventions.

The workshops were much appreciated and enjoyed. A key question pertains to the 
relationship between content and process, concerning the importance of each. Given 
that the participants were from multiple professions, it was important to understand 
how much detailed content is needed without being too profession specific. A number 
of lessons were learned about the delivery of online workshops, including the training 
of small group facilitators, duration of workshops, adaptations for participants’ context,
and mapping of intended outcomes.

It is clear that these resources, provided free using an online platform, were enriching 
for an interprofessional audience. The lessons learnt informed how we adapted 
subsequent presentations and developed additional modules. SUNSTRIPE developed
guidelines for running interactive online workshops that can be used to further the 
training of trainers. At a time when there is an abundance of online offerings, which 
are mostly didactic, these lessons guide the use of approaches that enhance engaged
and interprofessional learning.

Questions:
1. Given the availability of educational material online, should the focus in the 

delivery of online professional learning be on the process of learning rather 
than the content?

2. Can the online space provide sufficient opportunities for interaction to enable
effective peer learning?
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